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Overview  

The Professional Writing (PWR) program began in the Winter of 2018 as a part of the 

Communication Department. With a majority of the communication faculty having background 

in rhetoric and English, it only made sense for those instructors to be teaching the courses 

offered by the Professional Writing Program.  

This degree program currently has three students enrolled in the major, all with diverse 

backgrounds, but with the goal to write and create content. The program also plans on adding at 

least two more students this coming Winter 2019 term to now have five students in the program. 

The program also takes in other students in its classes as electives or satisfying different 

requirements within their own major. The PWR program currently markets its degree at the 

college fair at Mazama High School and has some print material to hand out to those students 

who are interested. The program is currently working on other marketing documents that will be 

appealing to its target market. 

 

Key Insights 

Oregon Tech’s Professional Writing program is the only one like it in Oregon and 

possibly the West Coast. It is situated through the Communication Department as opposed to 

English and Composition Departments at other schools for similar programs. This means the 

PWR program at Oregon Tech focuses on hands on technical skills related and integral to a job 

in professional writing such as document design; knowledge of appropriate programs and 

software for document creation, video editing, and web development; content strategy; and 

advanced writing skills for a variety of industries. Students that graduate with a degree in 

Professional Writing at Oregon Tech are also getting a Bachelor of Science, which in many 

industries, is more competitive than a Bachelor of Arts.  
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In addition to its uniqueness, Oregon Tech’s tuition is still quite a bit lower than other 

schools that offer similar degrees (in English and Composition departments). At Oregon Tech, an 

in-state professional writing student taking 15 credits a term can expect to pay around $12,000 a 

year. At Washington State (and the other competing schools), a full time (12 credits) in-state 

student can expect to pay over $20,000 a year in tuition.  

Oregon Tech’s Professional Writing program boasts a program design and hands on 

training that no other program in the Pacific North West offers, for a price that is 60% of what 

competing programs offer.  

 

Competition 

Oregon Tech’s Professional Writing program has two groups of competitors: internal and 

external. External competitors are other schools. Internal competitors are other programs at 

Oregon Tech. 

The external competitors include schools that offer similar programs on the west coast, 

specifically Oregon. The specific schools include: Portland State University, Washington State 

University, and George Fox University.  Portland State offers a master's in professional Writing 

and Washington State and George Fox offer minors. These schools also boast tuition that is 

much higher than Oregon Tech.   

On the other hand, schools with higher tuitions offer different and more student life 

options; making their campuses, amenities, and student life more marketable than Oregon 

Tech’s. Oregon Tech’s campus cannot compete with the Downtown Portland State University 

Campus, nor the football program at Washington State.  While our program is desirable, our 
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campus and student life are not. This severely hinders our ability to market our campus and 

many of our programs.  

Competing programs at other schools are also situated in English and Composition 

departments, which means their graduates are not getting Bachelor of Science degrees, which in 

industry, is not as competitive in technical fields.  Oregon Tech’s PWR degree is within the 

communication department and provides a completely different learning experience that other 

programs and focuses on the applications of writing.  

The program’s internal competitor is the population Health Management program. Much 

of the PWR’s Target Market is students that phase out of or leave other programs. Many former 

healthcare students go to Health Care Management because it is marketed as a medical industry 

related degree within its name. The PWR program offers health care related writing courses for 

students who wish to find a professional writing career in the health care field. Our program is 

not obviously a program that can get students in a variety of industries, and that lies within our 

major problems.  

 

The Problem 

There are three problems affecting the success of the PWR program: under enrollment, lack of 

awareness, and negative perceptions surrounding “writing” on campus.   

The overarching problem we aim to solve is under enrollment. We plan to solve this by solving 

the other two problems. We believe more students will enroll in the program if more people on and off 

campus know about the program, as well as had a positive perception about what students in the program 

do and what students with PWR degrees can achieve. Appendix A has a short summary of the responses 

we got from interviews around campus about what people know about the program.  
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 Many of these issues primarily stem from the program being under a year old. It is still young, so 

the lack of awareness surrounding the program is expected.  

 

Target Market 

We have three major personas we are targeting with our campaign. We have Tyrel the Tech 

Writer, Crystal the Creative Author, and Pansy the Practical Designer. Each persona represents a type of 

student we may target with our campaign. Tyrel the Tech Writer is detail oriented, a realist, has a 

teacher/explainer mindset, and is interested in how things work. Crystal the Creative Author prefers 

creative writing outlets, runs a blog, has a social and networking mindset and is message and meaning 

oriented. Pansy the Practical Designer is practical, is visual and task oriented, has a technical expertise, 

and has a strategic mindset. Students and potential students we plan to market to fall within or in between 

any of these personas. Appendix A includes interviews with two current PWR students we based much of 

our personas after as well as an image that provides some insight into how these personas are related to 

each other.  

In addition to these personas, there are three groups of people who are included in the target 

market for the PWR program. The first group is CSET students at Oregon Tech who enjoy working with 

computer software, but maybe think coding isn’t exactly for them. The students in CSET are very creative 

yet have an implicit attention for detail and have an ability to manipulate computer programs to create 

websites and other content. In the PWR program, those students will still be able to create content using 

different computer software but won’t have to code like they would in CSET.  

The second group of target students are students from other majors at Oregon Tech that may be 

looking for a more creative yet viable degree that is different from the one they are currently enrolled in. 

This group is very similar to CSET transfers, but may include students from healthcare majors, 

engineering programs, and other programs.   
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The last group of people we will target are prospective Oregon Tech students who are still in high 

school or are prospective community college transfers. In this group, obviously everyone is welcome to 

join the program, but we will target students who have a passion for writing and/or content creating. We 

don’t have a preference for which type of students, but we feel that changing the perceptions about the 

PWR program will help us to reach more students who understand that this program is much more than 

technical writing.  

With this target market, we believe we can reach the majority of the Pacific Northwest as well as 

parts of California, Nevada, Idaho, and Montana. Since Oregon Tech offers the only Bachelor of Science 

degree in Professional Writing in the Pacific Northwest, we believe that once the word gets out about our 

program, we can begin to acquire students from the aforementioned states and begin growing the program 

to one of the best on the West Coast. 

 

IMC Objectives 

Our integrated marketing campaign has three key objectives that need to be met for this 

program to succeed. First, is building an awareness of the program. As it stands right now, very 

few people on campus even know of the program. See Appendix A for summary of research 

interviews. If students or potential students have heard of the program, they generally have 

negative connotations with the degree name. Many Oregon Tech students associate writing with 

tech writing and tech writing courses, and many of these associations are negative. This leads us 

into our second objective, changing the perspective of “ew writing” to something more positive. 

From the general response of the people we interviewed, it seemed that most people negatively 

associated the program with writing a lot of papers and reports. This perception of the program 

needs to be changed for our third objective to be complete. Which is increasing enrollment rate. 

We believe that with our IMC we can increase the enrollment by as much as 200%. 
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One Page Summary 

To solve the issues circulating the PWR program, we have come up with multiple 

strategic solutions. These solutions include: obtaining contact information of influencers of 

potential PWR students, building positive perceptions about the program through interactive 

media, managing social media pages and web page, and finally, finding a way to obtain and give 

scholarships to students within the PWR program. Our main goal for the PWR program is to 

change the public’s view on the professional writing department at Oregon Tech and show that 

there is more to professional writing then what is being promoted now. This in turn, will build 

awareness for our program as well as change the current public’s perspective on the PWR 

program at Oregon Tech.  

To obtain the contact information of influencers for the program, we see creating a 

spreadsheet of all high school English and language arts departments in Oregon as a good start 

(social). In addition, contacting with undecided/associate degree advisors in community colleges 

is also something that needs to be done for us to meet our goals. To build a positive perception 

for the public on the PWR program, we believe that creating a trailer for the program will allow 

the public to better understand the full potential of a professional writing degree at Oregon Tech 

(digital). In addition to a trailer, we feel that a student-created social media page should be 

developed for the program. This would allow for further clarification about the program as well 

as a place for students to highlight their work for future employers. Keep in mind that the PWR 

program social media pages and website landing page will need to be marketed towards existing 

students and prospective students that fall within the program’s target market. The last solution 

that we feel would bring in more students to the PWR program is obtaining scholarships to be 
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given out to students in the program. This would be possible by reaching out and partnering with 

organizations related to the professional writing degree (Authors Guild, American Society of 

Journalist and Authors, & International Women’s Writing Guild). By implementing all four of 

these solutions, we believe that the Professional Writing Program at Oregon Tech will be able to 

bring in more students and increase the enrollment of the program by 200%. 

 

Budget 

Our budget will be used to create a professional video, pay student workers to create a 

spreadsheet of all Oregon high schools and community colleges with respected contacts, and pay 

another student worker to copy write and send promotional emails to these contacts. The 

campaign would need about $5,785 (see attached Budget in Appendix E). 

The campaign’s top priorities are creating a professional program video and developing a 

list of places to send and share that video externally. To ensure that the video is high quality, 

persuasive, and an accurate portrayal of the PWR program, it would cost about $4,945 to 

produce with a high-quality production team. This estimate is on the high end and until there is 

time to get multiple estimates from a few companies, that is the number we are going with. It 

would be great to have student made videos for the program, but because this is our 

“commercial” intended for a specific audience, we want it to be professional. Student videos can 

be used to promote the program on a smaller level on our student managed social media pages.  

This video will highlight what the program is, the types of courses available, potential 

career paths, and will feature existing students and faculty.  

The spreadsheet of contacts will require a student employee to develop. This document 

will include all high schools and community colleges in Oregon as well as some in Northern 
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California. These contacts will include English departments, language arts teachers, and advisors 

that see “undecided” or associate degree transfer students. This spreadsheet will be our primary 

database of contacts that have a direct connection to and influence over part of our target market. 

Creating this database will require around 40 hours of work from one student. Student employees 

at Oregon Tech make $10.50/hour.  

In addition to having a database of contacts, we will need to create email copy to send our 

video and other promotional information to these teachers. Writing this copy and sending it to 

the correct contacts will require around 40 hours of work from one student. Student employees at 

Oregon Tech make $10.50/hour.  

The email promotion is not part of our student ambassadors' part of the campaign which 

will only include the five high schools and one community college in Klamath Falls. These 

schools are where we will meet with local students and teachers and test the combination of a 

video and other promotional items already existing in the program before committing to a 

specific combination when promoting our program to a larger group.  

When completing the Resource Budget Proposal for this project, we only claimed the 

cost of the video. See the attached RBP proposal in Appendix C. If this plan is something Dr. 

Franny Howes would like to implement in any manner, the RBP proposal can be adjusted to fit 

sections of or the entire budget (budget attached in Appendix E).  

 

Conclusion 

The PWR program at Oregon Tech is unique to the West Coast and offers a different 

degree experience and opportunities than competing programs. This advantage is underscored by 

the lack of awareness of the program, the negative perception surrounding the program, and 
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under enrollment. We can attribute these challenges to the “newness” of the program. These 

problems can be addressed through interactive digital media, a database of influential contacts, 

and distribution of promotional media. Additionally, in the future, the program will need to 

contact the Foundation to discuss setting up scholarships for PWR students.  

The primary means of achieving our objectives will be through a contact database created 

by students, a promotional video created professionally, and a distribution plan. These will incur 

expenses that can be covered by the Resource Budget proposal if granted. The PWR program has 

so much potential for marketing, it's only a matter of deciding what the next steps are.  

 

Appendix  

Appendix A 

Interview videos can be provided as needed, these are short summarized transcripts of the original 

video content. 

Interview 1: Brette 

1. Tell us about yourself, where were you before you came to Oregon Tech and the PWR program?  

Started freshman year at Portland state as anthropology major, found out not a sustainable career, 

especially if I want a family. Changed major 4 or 5 times before coming to Oregon tech. Chose 

OIT com department over Washington state com department because good things about Kevin 

Brown. Decided to consider OIT because I received a scholar ship when being accepted, and that 

was the tipping point in deciding to come to OIT. Started in com department. When registering, 

Kevin registered me and mentioned I had a lot of writing background. He introduced the PWR 

program to me and said I would get to write lots of technical documents. My mother who is an 

engineer said that would be great, you could work for Boeing. I remember thinking oohh I don’t 

think I want that, but that does sound interesting. Franny Howes and Kari Lundgren brought it up, 

to me and said I would be a good candidate for the program. That’s when I started thinking about 

it. Once I made the switch last year, I haven't thought about changing since.  

2. Why did you choose the PWR program?  

What I have been doing with the COM department is essentially what I am doing now in the 

PWR department. I was really trying to make it writing centered and content creation centered, so 

really instead of adapting to the COM program I just moved to a program that was more adapted 

towards me.  
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3. How did you hear about the program?  

Kevin Brown 

4. What is your dream job? 

Author and write novels. Since being in the program, I really want to do content strategy which 

was introduced to me by Franny Howes in her professional writing and come classes. 

5. How do you spend your free time?  

Write blog posts, watch a lot of youtube, and I read. IM not a very exciting person.  

6. Did you previously come from a different program? Why did you switch if you did? 

Came from PSU anthropology major and left because it was unsustainable.  

7. Are you confident in your choice of becoming a PWR major? 

I absolutely am. This is major change 6 and this is the first time that I am like YES I am going to 

graduate with this! 
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Interview 2: Mike  

1. Tell us about yourself, where were you before you came to Oregon Tech and the PWR program?  

Grew up in grants pass, left home after high school for about 5 years. Was stationed all over the 

place. Decided once I left the military that I wanted to come back to Oregon and I was looking at 

a few different colleges before I settled on OIT.  

2. Why did you choose the PWR program?  

I originally started out in software, but it’s a very difficult program and I didn’t have the time to 

really invest in it. I also had an interest in creative writing, but it isn't a very practical degree to 

get, so when I talked to some of my advisors about it, they introduced me to this program because 

it was brand new at the time. I was very interested in it, it sounded like a good way to take what I 

like to do a hobby and turn it into something practical.  

3. How did you hear about the program?  

The rock, Christiana and some prior mentors in CSET as well as Syrnek and Ben Bunting 

4. What is your dream job? 

Probably just to be a novelist. A dream job more related to this program would be a social media 

advisor.  

5. How do you spend your free time?  

A lot of creative writing, netflix, video games. Pretty much anything that involves storytelling.  

6. Did you previously come from a different program? Why did you switch if you did? 

Yes, I was a CSET major. I switched because I didn’t have the time or passion for it. 

7. Are you confident in your choice of becoming a PWR major? 

Defiantly, since I've made the switch, I have been way happier. It's been more comfortable, it 

appeals a bit more to my interests, and it's just the kind of work I enjoy. It feels more like me. 

Summary of Research Interviews 

1. What is your major and class standing?  

CSET / Medical / ME (all standings) 

2. What do you know about the Professional writing program? 

Not much / Probably a lot of writing / Didn’t know it existed /  
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3. Is this the first time you have heard of the program?  

Yes / no, my advisors told me about it / I've heard about it around campus before 

4. What are your first impressions of the program based on the name?  

Not something I would be interested in, I hate writing / Sounds cool, but not for me / Interesting  

5. What do you think professional writers do? 

Write papers / Do a lot of writing / Write technical documents 

Personas 

 

 

Appendix B 

Four P’s and SWOT 

Product  

The product and services provided are a professional Writing degree and the knowledge of writing 

applications that can be utilized in a wide variety of fields. Bachelor of Science. I would encourage you to 

explore deeper. What differentiates this degree from others? How does it differ from say a BA? How 

many other undergraduate PW degrees are offered in Oregon? The COM department obviously identified 

a need for offering this degree—what “need” does it fulfill? 

Price 

Pay per class, per term   

-in state tuition and fees for a 12-credit term is between $3,000 and 4,000. Brette paid $3,328.9 this term 

for 12 credits (aprox. $19,575 to date for tuition, 2.5 years with 12 or more credits each term). Out of state 

students are reported to pay about 28,000 to attend for 4 years. Nice comparison. You also have to 

consider the low cost of living in Klamath and the “natural” beauty that inspires creativity. Remember our 

class discussion on biomimicry and how nature can be used to inspire the creative process?  

-George Fox, Washington State, and Portland State in state and out of state tuition and fees range from 

20,000 to 40,000 a year for a full-time student. This is a strong selling point—keep this on your radar. 

Place 

- Students take courses on the Klamath Falls campus and in the future, online.   
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-there are lecture based courses and lab courses (web authoring, intro to digital media, etc) 

Promotion 

 Word of mouth  

-existing student advocacy  

Consider all of the other “touchpoints” that can be used to connect with your most desirable students? 

You have captured many of those in the opportunities section. This program has great promise and needs 

proper messaging. I encourage you to find those key words to reach your most promising “users”.  

 

SWOT 

Strengths 

-Education in various document and content applications  

-Flexible—students remain in control of emphasis courses and technical focus courses perhaps, a 

“customized” or “build-it-yourself" degree? (Think of the Build-A-Bear business...)  

-Only bachelor's degree program in Oregon like it As I questioned above, what makes it unique?  

-Bachelor of Science through Communication Department, not the English department like other schools 

might want to briefly explain why this is a differentiator—for the lay person, what does this mean?  

-Small classes, and a more hands-on approach to professional writing than other programs in the nation 

any program highlights?   

-tuition and fees at Oregon Tech are affordable for most students, as opposed to schools like George Fox, 

Washington State, and Portland State (offer minors and masters) whose tuition and fees range from 

20,000 to 40,000 a year for a full-time student good  

-general math and science requirements, those classes are chosen by students as appropriate again, you 

may want to explore how this degree is customizable—the personalization aspect may be the “hook” in 

your messaging 

 

Weaknesses 

Negative outside perception of program (“I’m not good at writing” and “I don’t like technical writing”) 

Interesting...student interviews may help ways in which to deal with this negative perception of the 

program  

- small number of students- need more to remain a viable program one of your objectives may be to 

increase enrollment for the next academic year—consider a realistic number and use very strategic 

initiatives to get there  

-miscommunication of what the program keywords and description are (Kevin's explanation of the 

program vs Franny’s) messaging confusion—get very clear on the messaging using very appealing key 

words--” personalize your professional writing degree” “design your professional writing degree—maybe 

you want to be a professional blogger, cartoonist..at Oregon Tech the possibilities are endless”  
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-little to no marketing for the program currently (needs a campaign) Ah, this is where your team comes 

in… 

 

Opportunities  

 Getting the students transferring from cset or the ones that phase out of medical programs good—

how can you capture this internal group?  

-recruiting students interested in writing programs that may not know about ours or don’t know what they 

can do with a writing degree this is where your strategic initiative should include establishing this 

“touchpoint” with high school writing teachers (are you thinking just Klamath or the entire state? What is 

your radius?)  

 people who like writing and making stuff and want to turn that into a carrier sp career  

-students coming back to school post first career how will you find these students?   

-students that want to pair a medical or engineering major with a writing major (double major) 

Communication majors that see the benefit of getting both degrees how easy is it to add this double 

major? Most students want to know, “how many more classes do I have to take?” Consider it from the 

users' point of view.  

-The ability to use students and student work to promote the program like an ambassador program?   

-Distinct personas to use initially yes, it is important to understand the types of students who are 

interested in this program. What do they have in common? What are their desires? How do they hope to 

use this degree?  

-Use the program’s uniqueness as a marketing point Yes!  

 

Threats  

Undesired or negative perception of the program. Students have a limited perception of what professional 

writing is. More of a weakness.  

- Communication / Population Health Management programs (Local threats to student enrollment) More 

of a weakness—keep in mind that threats are those things outside your control—they are external. Threats 

may be that industry has little need for professional writers—in other words, NO MARKET DEMAND.   

- NEED MORE MONEY/STUDENT ENROLLMENT or GET AXED This may reflect a bigger external 

issue—for example, nationwide demand for more “trade” expertise like those in construction, plumbing, 

etc.   

Consider how technology may impact this field...Could AI displace this profession? Is it easily 

replicated? (Obviously, I don’t think so, but I want you to consider other, more non-obvious threats...) 
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Appendix C 

 

 

 

 

Appendix D 

Creative Brief 

Target audience 

Demographics 

Demographic Persona 1--Interview 1 Persona 2 --Interview 2 Persona 3--Interview 3 

Age 25-30 22 30-35 

Gender Male Female Female 

Education Student, former 

military, changed 

degrees 

Senior student, transfer 

student 

Nontraditional student, 

second degree 

Professional status Student, Student, single Student, widow 

#children 0 0 2? 

occupation archivist Office manager  

other Likes creative 

writing/storylines 

Likes creative 

writing/storylines 

Advocate 

 

On Tuesday, we will discuss your student interviews and try to develop a persona matrix. Personas 

are archetypes and are fictional characterizations drawn from real research data--they represent a 

synthesis of characteristics of different people interviewed, rather than one actual person. We use 

them to bring our “users/customers” to life. Therefore, personas can serve as a powerful way to 

make your data meaningful. When you put a face to your findings, you make your insights visible 

and memorable. This information will be valuable for Tuesday’s discussion. 

Psychographics 

Personal attributes that affect lifestyle, such as cultural, emotional, family, health and social issues. 

Hobbies, over all beliefs. Personality, values, opinions, interests, etc.  

 Likes to write, wants to write/create 
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 Creative 

 Plays video games- prefers media with storylines good 

 Not on their first or degree or major 

 Transfer from other school 

 Changed degree or major 

 Getting a second degree  

 Introverted- best in one on one or small group settings consider how Oregon Tech accommodates 

this learning style 

Geographics 

Where the target lives. Can be broken down regionally or by city, state, or zip code 

 West coast (Northern California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho?) 

 Southern Oregon  

 Klamath Falls, Grants Pass, Medford  

 Montana?  

Behavioral Profiles 

Why a person buys, is it loyalty? Social acceptance? Brand name? Need?  

 Needs a degree and likes writing or being creative. What do they hope to do? What is their dream 

job?  

 Wants to make good money as well 

 Wants a viable degree that will make a salary higher than 45k 

 Has a preference for working independently or in small group settings 

 May want to work remotely this may be part of your messaging... 

Put it all together 

Identify your target market. 

Students between the ages of of 18-30 that are interested in being creative, loves writing, and wants to 

make good pay. After we do the persona exercise on Tuesday, maybe you will be able to craft this 

persona a bit deeper. I have provided two examples: 

 “Britt, the disillusioned Oregon Tech CSET/MI major, who has a passion for creative writing, but is 

unclear as to how that will translate into a professional occupation. Seeks a creative outlet in the gaming 

industry working in small teams of creative like-minded individuals. Relishes the “idea” of having a 

profession that is remote. Values alone time and is an avid podcast listener and blog reader. Enjoys 

reading trade magazines and attending video gaming events.” 

“Jared the high school student who fancies a life working in digital media and is a prolific reader and 

writer. (Loves Harry Potter novels.) Worries about attending a school that seems to focus solely on 

engineering and healthcare degree programs. Seeks a degree from a university that meets his needs as a 
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self-proclaimed introvert. Jared seeks great creative energy and inspiration from those who share his 

passion for digital media and their appreciation for the beauty of nature. Yearns for a small town college 

experience and close relationships with faculty and friends. Spends free time watching youtube videos 

and binging on Amazon prime, especially Dowton Abbey and MadMen. High school english and business 

teachers and friends influence major decisions. Seeks inspiration from nature.” 

 

Transfer student that wants a degree that will allow them to be creative but is also a viable degree that will 

get them into any industry of their choice.  

Objectives 

1. To build awareness about the program 

2. To change the negative perception about the program  

3. Increase enrollment 

 

Product Features and Benefits 

 

Feature Benefit of feature 
Digital media skills More than just a writer: can make websites, 

videos, flyers, etc. 

Exposure to Adobe products Offers plethora of skills to create content 

Advanced writing and communication skills Prepares graduates to succeed in professional 

industries, not just academia 

Unique program to the state/west coast in a 

communication department 

Hands on, practical communication and writing 

skills, not just composition skills from an English 

department (like other programs), only one in the 

state, a BS, not a BA, which is more marketable to 

tech industries Another BIG selling point 

 

Positioning against the competition 

 Only bachelor's degree in Professional Writing offered in the state of Oregon BIG selling point 

 Only one offered through a communication department 

 Only one that is a bachelor of science degree  

 

 Smaller university- no big draw to the campus to learn more 

 Non engineering and medical degrees are not the draw to Oregon Tech, that's the school’s fault 

(not currently the university’s focus?) 
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 Not the first option presented to students who phase out or transfer from their original programs- 

these students generally don’t know PWR is an option what can you do to gain awareness with 

the current student body? 

Key Consumer Benefit 

What is the unique value or the big idea of our product?  

Gives students a wide variety of creative writing and content creation skills that many industries are 

looking for. They receive a bachelor of science degree from a communication department. Other 

programs are in English departments and are BA’s with a focus in composition, not hands on application. 

Good! This is what differentiates your program from others. 

Creative Strategy 

What will our ad do to reach our objectives? 

We need to reach students like the ones that fit the personas of existing students (older, not on their first 

degrees or majors) Interesting 

We also need to reach students that are younger, looking for a school and a program, or are at oregon tech 

and might be one of the many students that realize they chose the wrong program within the first few 

terms Consider the kind of messaging that would connect with this audience 

 a relatable video that a younger audience can relate to. 

 Something appropriate for high school students, as well as older students that are already at 

Oregon Tech in other programs 

Tone 

How will the strategy be executed-  a video 

Technique- a serious program trailer that highlights the key benefit of the PWR program  

Promotional Mix 

 

Where will this message appear? Which media will be used?  

Our videos will be posted on social media (com department Facebook page) and the website of the PWR 

program. Also distributed to high school English teachers and to advisors on campus as recruiting 

material. How can you encourage high school teachers/advisors to actually play your video? Would this 

require personal selling--that is, physically going to the school as a guest speaker and showing the video 

with a Q & A discussion? 
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(Holly Anderson can put a YouTube link in the email that is sent to faculty and staff regularly)  

 

Appendix E 

 


